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ABSTRACT

Shewanella putrefaciens CN-32 contains a single
Type I-Fv CRISPR-Cas system which confers adap-
tive immunity against bacteriophage infection. Three
Cas proteins (Cas6f, Cas7fv, Cas5fv) and mature
CRISPR RNAs were shown to be required for the as-
sembly of an interference complex termed Cascade.
The Cas protein-CRISPR RNA interaction sites within
this complex were identified via mass spectrome-
try. Additional Cas proteins, commonly described
as large and small subunits, that are present in all
other investigated Cascade structures, were not de-
tected. We introduced this minimal Type I system in
Escherichia coli and show that it provides heterolo-
gous protection against lambda phage. The absence
of a large subunit suggests that the length of the cr-
RNA might not be fixed and recombinant Cascade
complexes with drastically shortened and elongated
crRNAs were engineered. Size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy and small-angle X-ray scattering analyses re-
vealed that the number of Cas7fv backbone subunits
is adjusted in these shortened and extended Cas-
cade variants. Larger Cascade complexes can still
confer immunity against lambda phage infection in E.
coli. Minimized Type I CRISPR-Cas systems expand
our understanding of the evolution of Cascade as-
sembly and diversity. Their adjustable crRNA length
opens the possibility for customizing target DNA
specificity.

INTRODUCTION

CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-
dromic Repeats)-Cas (CRISPR-associated) modules are

adaptive immune systems found in archaea and bacteria.
CRISPR arrays consist of short repeat sequences that flank
unique spacer sequences, which can be derived from viral
genomes and conjugative plasmids (1–3). These arrays are
transcribed into long precursor molecules that are further
processed into multiple small crRNAs (CRISPR RNAs).
Mature crRNAs contain a single spacer sequence and parts
of the repeat sequences at their termini (4–8). The acqui-
sition of new genomic spacers requires cleavage of the for-
eign DNA, which is mediated by the nearly universal Cas
proteins Cas1 and Cas2 (9–11). Recognition of the source
DNA, i.e. the protospacer, depends on the presence of a
short conserved 2–5 base pairs (bp) sequence, termed pro-
tospacer adjacent motif (PAM). The crRNAs are bound by
Cas proteins to form a CRISPR ribonucleoprotein (crRNP)
surveillance complex. These complexes utilize crRNA spac-
ers as guides to recognize foreign genetic material, e.g. dur-
ing a recurring viral infection (6,12–16). Target DNA recog-
nition and subsequent degradation requires the presence of
PAM sequences and Watson–Crick base pairing between
the crRNA and the unwound target strand (17–19).

CRISPR-Cas systems are diverse and were divided into
three main types, which are defined by their conserved sig-
nature proteins Cas3 (Type I), Cas9 (Type II) and Cas10
(Type III) (20,21). DNA interference in Type I CRISPR-
Cas systems is mediated by a multi-protein crRNP com-
plex termed Cascade (CRISPR associated complex for
antiviral defense) (13,22,23), while Type II systems uti-
lize the single nuclease Cas9 and a trans-activating RNA
for target recognition and degradation (22,24,25). Both
Types employ PAM-dependent target recognition mecha-
nisms (19,26,27). Type III systems generate crRNP com-
plexes (termed Csm or Cmr) which are able to target ssRNA
in a PAM-independent manner (12,28). Recently, three ad-
ditional CRISPR-Cas Types have been classified (29). Type
IV systems lack Cas1 and Cas2 and the Type V and Type
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VI signature proteins function as standalone DNA nucle-
ases (30).

Type I CRISPR-Cas systems are most widespread in
nature and the Cas protein composition of the employed
Cascade interference complexes differs between seven sub-
types (A-F,U) (29). Most insights were obtained for the
Type I-E Cascade complex from Escherichia coli and sev-
eral crystal structures are available (17,18,31). The Type I-
E Cascade crRNP consists of the five Cas proteins Cas5,
Cas6, Cas7, Cse1 and Cse2 and a 61 nucleotide (nt) ma-
ture crRNA (17,18,32). The crescent-shaped structure of
this complex has a molecular mass of 405 kDa and displays
an uneven stoichiometry: (Cse1)1-(Cse2)2-(Cas5)1-(Cas7)6-
(Cas6e)1 (6). The 61 nt mature crRNA contains a 32 nt
spacer sequence that is flanked by a 8 nt long handle-region
at the 5′-end and a 21 nt long repeat sequence with a termi-
nal hairpin at 3′-end. The crRNA is generated by the RNA
endonuclease Cas6. After processing, Cas6 stays tightly as-
sociated with the 3′-end, while Cas5 caps the crRNA’s 5′-
terminal repeat tag (6,33). The helical backbone of Type I-E
Cascade is formed by six copies of Cas7, which generates a
groove to bind and protect the crRNA. The large subunit,
Cse1, is responsible for PAM recognition and is involved
in recruitment of the target nuclease Cas3 (6,31,32,34). A
dimer of two small subunits, Cse2, stabilizes the formation
of an R-loop structure and binds the displaced DNA strand
(6,17,18). The general architecture of Cascade crRNPs ap-
pears to be conserved in Type I systems, even though their
Cas protein composition can differ (35).

One example of a strikingly altered minimalistic Cascade
architecture was recently described as a Type I-F variant
(Type I-Fv). This subtype was initially identified in several
beta- and gamma-proteobacteria and suggested to rely on
a minimal set of five Cas proteins (20). Type I-Fv systems
contain Cas1, the integrase that mediates spacer acquisi-
tion (11,36), Cas3, the target nuclease and Cas6f, the cr-
RNA endonuclease (7). The two additional Cas proteins
showed no apparent sequence similarity to known Cas pro-
tein families and small and large Cascade subunits were
not detected (20). Our first characterization of this Type
I-Fv CRISPR-Cas system revealed that the minimal Cas-
cade can target conjugative plasmids in Shewanella putre-
faciens CN-32 (37). Recombinant Cascade was found to
contain the Cas6f endonuclease, the backbone-forming pro-
tein Sputcn32 1821 and the protein of unknown function
Sputcn32 1822 (37). With support of our current knowl-
edge on the roles of these two proteins and in analogy to
the E.coli Cascade nomenclature, Sputcn32 1821 was re-
named as Cas7fv (Cas7 backbone protein of the Type I-
F variant CRISPR-Cas) and Sputcn32 1822 was renamed
as Cas5fv (Cas5 protein of the Type I-F variant CRISPR-
Cas). However, it remained unclear whether additional host
proteins substitute for the missing small and large subunits.
In the present study, we addressed this question and trans-
ferred the S. putrefaciens Cascade into E. coli. Heterolo-
gous interference activity against lambda phage infections
was observed. The minimal architecture of this active Cas-
cade system allowed for the modulation of the crRNA’s
spacer length and synthetic Cascade assemblies with elon-
gated and shortened backbones were created. In addition,
requirements for proper Cascade assembly were screened.

Surprisingly, some of the synthetic Cascade complexes can
retain DNA interference activity. These results shed light
on the evolution of minimalist Cascade complexes without
small and large subunits. The observed possibility of alter-
ing the spacer length highlights a potential for the modula-
tion of the DNA target specificity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions

E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Novagen) were used for the pro-
duction of recombinant proteins and cultures were grown
in either LB or NZ-amine (1% NZ-amine, 0.5% yeast ex-
tract and 1% NaCl) media with respective antibiotics un-
til an OD600 of ∼0.6 was reached. Gene expression was in-
duced by addition of 1 mM IPTG and cultures were grown
overnight at 18◦C.

E. coli BL21-AI strains (F- ompT hsdSB (rB-mB-) gal
dcm araB::T7RNAPtetA, Invitrogen) were used for phage
assays and grown in 2YTL media (16 g/l tryptone, 10 g/l
yeast extract, 5 g/l NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.2% maltose)
supplemented with appropriate antibiotics at 37◦C. A vir-
ulent variant of lambda phage (NCCB 3467) was obtained
from Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures (Utrecht, the
Netherlands).

Production and purification of recombinant proteins

The gene cassette cas7fv, cas5fv, cas6f was cloned into
pRSFDuet-1 which allows for the simultaneous production
of all three proteins with Cas7fv having an N-terminal His-
tag fusion. The cas gene containing plasmids (pCas) were
recloned to obtain variants without Cas5fv (pCas3) or with
a His-tag fusion at Cas6f (pCas2). The pCas plasmid vari-
ants were co-transformed into E. coli with a second pUC19
vector containing the repeat-spacer4-repeat sequence of the
single S. putrefaciens CN-32 CRISPR array downstream of
a T7 RNA polymerase promoter. The CRISPR sequences
were generated by cloning annealed oligonucleotides into
the pUC19 vector using BamHI and HindIII restriction
sites. Plasmids harboring extended (+18/+15) or shortened
(-18/-15) spacer sequences contained either additional ran-
dom nucleotides at the 5′-end of the spacer sequence or
deleted nucleotides at the 3′-end of the spacer sequence. All
sequences are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Cas pro-
tein production and the purification of recombinant Cas-
cade variants via Ni-NTA chromatography and size exclu-
sion chromatography (Superdex 200) in a buffer containing
50 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT
and 1 mM EDTA was performed as described (37).

Identification of protein–RNA interactions via mass-
spectrometry analysis

Protein–RNA crosslinking was performed using UV irradi-
ation at 254 nm followed by the enrichment of cross-linked
peptide–RNA heteroconjugates as described in (38,39).
Around 1 nmol of the Type I-Fv Cascade complex was re-
suspended in 100 �l of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 300 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT. The complex was incu-
bated at 4◦C for 30 min. The samples were then transferred
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to black polypropylene microplates (Greiner Bio-One) and
irradiated at 254 nm for 10 min on ice as described in (38).
The samples were ethanol precipitated and the pellet was
dissolved in 4M Urea and 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9. The fi-
nal concentration of urea was then adjusted to 1 M with
50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9 and the RNA was hydrolyzed us-
ing 1 �g RNase A and T1 (Ambion, Applied Biosystems)
for 2 h at 52◦C followed by digestion with Benzonase at
37◦C for 1 h. The proteolysis was carried out using trypsin
(Promega) at 37◦C, overnight. The sample was desalted to
remove non-cross-linked RNA fragments using an in-house
prepared C18 (Dr. Maisch GmbH) column and the cross-
linked peptides were enriched on an in-house prepared
TiO2 (GL Sciences) column using the protocol described
in (38). The samples were then dried and resuspended in
5% v/v ACN, 1% v/v FA for mass spectrometry analysis.
The sample was injected onto a nano-liquid chromatogra-
phy system (Dionex, Ultimate 3000, Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) coupled with Q-Exactive HF instrument (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) (40). Online ESI-MS was performed in
data-dependent mode using a TOP20 HCD method. All
precursor ions as well as fragment ions were scanned in the
Orbitrap, and the resulting spectra were measured with high
accuracy (<5 ppm) both in the MS and MS/MS level. Data
analysis was done using a dedicated database search tool
(39).

Small-angle X-ray scattering

Recombinant Cascade complexes for SAXS analysis were
produced and purified as described above, snap frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at −80◦C. SEC buffer aliquots
of the individual purifications were kept and treated equally
for sample dilution and solvent blanking. SAXS data were
collected at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(Grenoble, France) on beamline BM29. Detailed SAXS
statistics are listed in Supplementary Table S2. Dilution se-
ries of the complexes were measured to assess sample qual-
ity in respect to inter-particle interference and aggregation.
Measurements exhibiting radiation damage were discarded.
Buffer subtracted SAXS curves of 10 mg ml−1 for the short
variant, 20 mg ml−1 for the wild type (WT) complex and
25 mg ml−1 for the elongated version were subjected to
data analysis and ab initio shape restoration bead model-
ing using the Primus implemented program Dammif (41).
A total of 20 independent shape restorations were calcu-
lated in slow mode to generate average and filtered models.
SAXS data, one individual ab initio shape restoration model
for each construct and the averaged and filtered models
were deposited at the curated repository SASBDB under ac-
cession SASDBK4 (short Cascade), SASDBL4 (wild-type
Cascade) and SASDBM4 (long Cascade complex). The vol-
ume of the Cas7fv protein was estimated using the peptide
property calculator tool (Northwestern University) based
on (42).

Construction of E. coli strains with heterologous Type I-Fv
CRISPR-Cas systems

A minimal CRISPR was designed with a single spacer
targeting the positions 6463–6494 (GA PAM) or 6630–
6662 (GG PAM) of the lambda phage gene E, flanked

by two repeat sequences and a T7 RNA polymerase pro-
moter (pCRISPR�GA and pCRISPR�, Supplementary
Table S1). The CRISPR sequence was generated by cloning
annealed oligonucleotides into pCDFDuet-1 vector using
BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. In addition, a second
CRISPR with a spacer corresponding to a random 32 bp
sequence of the S. putrefaciens genome was generated as a
negative control (pCRISPR NT, Supplementary Table S1).
CRISPR variants were generated by adding 1, 6, 9, 12 or
18 nt (complementary to the phage genome) to the target-
ing spacer; or by removing 6 or 18 nt (pCRISPR� vari-
ants). The spacer sequences have no significant complemen-
tarity to the E. coli genome. A mutation in the HD nu-
clease motif of Cas3 (H156A/D157A) was introduced into
pCas6 by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s protocol (pCas7). E. coli BL21-
AI cells were transformed with pCDFDuet-1 carrying one
variant of the CRISPR array and pCas6 or pCas7. After
transformation, single colonies were picked for each strain,
grown as a lawn for 12 h in 2YTL agar and colony-forming
cells were isolated for phage assays. In parallel, a strain with
empty pRSFDuet-1 and pCDFDuet-1 vectors was gener-
ated as a control.

Lambda phage-assays for DNA interference analyses

Phage assays were essentially performed as described (13).
Briefly, a 1/100 dilution of an E. coli BL21-AI overnight
culture was grown until OD600 nm = 0.3 and induced with
0.2% arabinose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1 mM IPTG for 30
min. Then, cells were pelleted and resuspended in 10 mM
MgSO4. A 1:1 mix of cells and serial phage dilutions was
incubated for 20 min at 37◦C and added to 2YTL top-agar
containing the mentioned inducers, plated over 2YTL agar
plates with antibiotics and incubated overnight at 37◦C.
Plates were then stained with 0.2% crystal violet and plaque
number was determined. Efficiency of plaquing (EOP) was
defined as the ratio between the plaque count of the strain
of interest and the plaque count of the strain carrying empty
plasmids. Phage assays were performed in triplicate and
error bars were calculated as standard error of the mean
(SEM).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA)

The recombinant Cascade complex was tested for its abil-
ity to bind target DNA in electrophoretic mobility shift as-
says (EMSAs). Utilized target oligonucleotides are detailed
in Supplementary Table S1. A total of 100 pmol of each
substrate was 5′-labeled with [� -32P]-ATP (5000Ci/mmol,
Hartmann Analytic) and T4 PNK (Ambion) for 1 h at 37◦C.
The reaction was stopped by addition of formamide loading
buffer and substrates were separated by denaturing-PAGE
(10% polyacrylamide, 8 M Urea). After autoradiographic
exposure, RNA bands were cut from the gel, eluted and
EtOH precipitated. A total of 20 nM (∼20 000 cpm) of la-
beled substrate was incubated with varying concentrations
of Cascade (0–60 nM) for 30 min at 30◦C in 50 mM HEPES-
NaOH pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and 1 mM
EDTA. Samples were separated via non-denaturing TBE-
PAGE (6% polyacrylamide, 1x TBE).
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RESULTS

Recombinant production of the minimal S. putrefaciens CN-
32 Type I-Fv Cascade

In our earlier study, we demonstrated that recombinant
Type I-Fv Cascade can be produced from His-tagged
Cas7fv, Cas5fv, Cas6f and crRNA in E.coli (37). We im-
proved this purification procedure and also shifted the loca-
tion of the His-tag from the N-terminus of Cas7fv to the C-
terminus of Cas6f to be able to evaluate the Cas5fv:Cas7fv
protein ratio (Figure 1A). Affinity chromatography of Cas6f
was successfully used to co-purify mature 60 nt long crRNA
and the untagged Cas5fv and Cas7fv proteins. The eluted
complex was subjected to size-exclusion chromatography,
which revealed four distinct peaks (Figure 1B) that were in-
vestigated via SDS-PAGE (Figure 1B). A small first peak
contains Cas7fv filaments that were shown to form due to
the unspecific binding of RNA molecules. The largest sec-
ond peak contains the fully assembled Cascade ribonucleo-
protein complex. This verifies that the pre-crRNA was pro-
duced, cleaved by Cas6f and incorporated into Cascade. An
increased abundance of the backbone protein Cas7fv was
evident. Two smaller peaks contained either Cas6f-Cas7fv
complexes or Cas6f alone. Mature crRNA was not detected
in the corresponding fractions. EMSAs verified that the re-
combinant Cascade complex specifically binds complemen-
tary DNA target-strands (Supplementary Figure S1).

The presence of Cas5fv and crRNA is required for proper
Cascade assembly

Next, we asked which components are required for proper
Type I-Fv Cascade assembly and investigated if a Cas-
protein complex forms in the absence of crRNA. The three
recombinant proteins Cas6f, Cas5fv and Cas7fv with an
N-terminal His-tag were produced in E. coli and subjected
to affinity- and subsequent size-exclusion chromatography.
Two distinct peaks were obtained which were analyzed via
SDS-PAGE. The first peak fractions contain the previously
observed Cas7fv filaments and the largest second peak cor-
responds to Cas5fv-Cas7fv dimers (Figure 2A). Multimeric
Cascade-like structures were not observed, which indicates
that the Cas5fv-Cas7fv might be Cascade building blocks
that require mature crRNAs as assembly signals. It is ev-
ident that Cas6f is necessary to process the pre-crRNA
transcripts and Cas7fv is required to form the filamentous
Cascade backbone (37). However, the role of Cas5fv dur-
ing Cascade assembly is not known. Thus, we constructed
a plasmid lacking the gene encoding for Cas5fv and at-
tempted to produce recombinant Cascade structures. It was
shown that Cascade cannot be reconstituted in the ab-
sence of Cas5fv (Supplementary Figure S2). Precipitation
of Cas7fv was observed which suggests that it requires the
interaction partner Cas5fv for stability. The small and indis-
tinct peaks revealed Cas7fv-Cas6f interactions. Finally, we
asked if the proteins Cas1 and Cas2-3 are stable subunits of
the minimal Cascade. A larger plasmid was constructed that
contains genes encoding all five Type I-Fv Cas proteins. The
construct contained only one His-tag at the N-terminus of
Cas1. Affinity chromatography revealed that Cas1 was co-
purified with Cas2-3 and Cas6f (Supplementary Figure S3).

However, crRNA was not present in the elution fractions
and Cas5fv-Cas7fv-Cas6f Cascade-complexes were eluted
in the flow-through. Taken together, these results suggest
that the minimal DNA surveillance complexes are formed
by three Cas proteins interacting with a second Cas1-Cas2-
3 complex during target DNA degradation.

Analysis of Cascade protein–RNA interactions via mass-
spectrometry

In order to pinpoint specific amino acids and nucleotides
that interact within the minimal Type I-Fv Cascade com-
plex, we utilized UV-induced cross-linking and mass spec-
trometry. Upon UV irradiation at 254 nm a covalent bond
forms between the amino acid side chain and nucleic acid
bases when both components are in close spatial proxim-
ity. The cross-linked peptide–RNA heteroconjugates can
then be identified via LC-MS/MS analysis and a dedi-
cated database search (38,39). This approach allowed for
the identification of 13 peptides with different cross-links
between amino acids and RNA fragment, which provides
first insights into RNA recognition sites of the Cas pro-
teins (Supplementary Figures S4-S8). The analyses con-
firmed extensive interactions of all three Cascade subunits
with the crRNA (Figure 3). Most interactions were identi-
fied for Cas7fv, which is in agreement with the unspecific
RNA binding function of this Cascade backbone protein.
The crRNA was also found to interact with a distinct C-
terminal region of Cas6f and an N-terminal region and the
C-terminus of Cas5fv. The shortness of the identified cross-
linked RNA moieties does not permit their unambiguous
assignment to crRNA nucleotides. However, it is plausible
that all identified Cas5fv interactions are with nucleotides
(i.e. CU, UU, AAU) that are also found at the 5′-tag of the
crRNA. Structural data are not available for Cas5fv and
Cas7fv and only the structure of Cas6f can be modeled due
its similarity to available Cas6 structures. Here, the observed
interaction of the C-terminal domain of Cas6f with the
crRNA is in agreement with the Cas6f-crRNA co-crystal
structure from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (43). The identified
cross-linked nucleotides (i.e. U, GU) are found at the very
beginning of the 3′-terminal repeat tag of the crRNA.

Biochemical analysis of synthetic Cascade variants with
shortened and elongated crRNAs

Type I-E Cascade complexes form crescent-shaped struc-
tures with small subunits located along its belly. These small
subunits were shown to interact with Cas7 and Cas6e (18).
The absence of the small and large subunits suggests that
the minimal Type I-Fv Cascade might facilitate the presence
of a more variable backbone. To test if the Cascade back-
bone can be altered, we created pre-crRNA constructs with
shortened and extended spacer sequences. The investigated
crRNA contained a 32 nt spacer which was engineered into
a drastically shortened crRNA with a 14 nt spacer (−18 nt)
and a long 50 nt crRNA with an extended spacer (+18 nt).
We verified that all three transcripts were produced in E. coli
and processed by Cas6f into mature crRNA species (Sup-
plementary Figure S9). Recombinant Cascade complexes
were produced in the presence of the three crRNA variants.
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Figure 1. Purification of recombinant Type I-Fv Cascade interacting with His-Cas6f. (A) Schematic overview of the investigated recombinant Cas proteins
and crRNA. (B) His-tagged Cas6f co-eluted with the Cascade components Cas7fv, Cas5fv and mature crRNA during size-exclusion chromatography (peak
2). Cas7fv filaments were observed in the void volume (peak 1) and Cas7fv-Cas6f complexes (peak 3) and Cas6f (peak 4) were separated. SDS-PAGE (top)
and 8 M urea PAGE with toluidine blue staining (bottom) was used to analyze the protein and RNA content of the fractions corresponding to the peaks
indicated in the gel-elution chromatogram (left).

Figure 2. Size-exclusion chromatography analysis of Cas proteins in the
absence of crRNA. The Cas proteins were produced and purified via size-
exclusion chromatography (see Figures 1 and 4) in the absence of crRNA.
Cas7fv filaments (peak 1) and Cas5fv-Cas7fv dimers (peak 3) were ob-
served but the characteristic middle peak (peak 2, elution volume 60–70
ml) was absent indicating the lack of Cascade backbone formation.

Surprisingly, all three variants resulted in stable ribonu-
cleoprotein complex formation. The complexes were puri-
fied and subjected to size-exclusion chromatography. Each
complex purification procedure resulted in three distinct
peaks that were analyzed via SDS-PAGE (Figure 4). The
first peak always corresponded to long Cas7fv filaments
and the third peak corresponded to the previously observed
Cas5fv-Cas7fv dimers. The constant distance between these
two peaks demonstrated that the size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy runs were performed under identical conditions to
allow for their comparison. The highest absorbance value
was always identified as a distinct middle peak. The corre-
sponding fractions revealed complexes consisting of Cas6f,
Cas5fv, multiple subunits of Cas7fv and the mature crRNA.

The peak was shifted in accordance to the crRNA size. The
gel-filtration column was calibrated to evaluate the approx-
imate sizes of the eluted Cascade complexes (Supplemen-
tary Figure S9). The WT complex has a calculated size of
215 kDa, the short crRNA (−18 nt) is incorporated in a
synthetic Cascade complex of 125 kDa and the long cr-
RNA (+18 nt) is incorporated in a complex of 280 kDa.
SDS-PAGE analysis demonstrated that the intensity of the
Cas7fv bands varied. Thus, we conclude that the alteration
of the crRNA spacer length can be compensated in syn-
thetic Cascade complexes. Shortened crRNAs can result
in the omission of Cas7fv subunits and elongated crRNAs
can result in additional Cas7fv subunits. The S. putrefa-
ciens Cas7fv has a molecular mass of 36 kDa which suggests
that at least two Cas7fv subunits were added in the long
Cascade complex (crRNA +18 nt) and three Cas7fv sub-
units were omitted in the short Cascade complex (crRNA
−18 nt). To investigate the importance of the 6 nt period-
icity that was observed for the E. coli Cascade, we repeated
these experiments with crRNAs whose length was altered
by 15 nt. Again, stable Cascade complexes were formed with
short crRNAs (−15 nt) and long crRNAs (+15 nt) and the
size-exclusion peaks correspond to Cascade assemblies with
varied numbers of Cas7fv subunits (Supplementary Figure
S10).

Structural analyses of synthetic Cascade variants

SAXS analysis was performed to assess the synthetic as-
semblies on a structural level in comparison to WT Cas-
cade (Figure 5A). Ab initio shape restoration bead model-
ing revealed that distinct Cascade assemblies are formed,
depending on the crRNA length (Figure 5B). WT Cascade
forms a crescent assembly (Figure 5B, middle), reminis-
cent in size and shape of the sea-horse-shaped E. coli Cas-
cade. Truncation of the scaffold crRNA by 18 nt resulted
in a contracted structure (Figure 5B, left) and elongation
of the RNA by 18 nt consequently manifested in an elon-
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Figure 3. Mass-spectrometry analysis of Cas protein–crRNA interactions in Type I-Fv Cascade. Identified Cas protein peptides (red) cross-linked to the
indicated nucleotides were subjected to tandem mass spectrometry fragmentation to identify which amino acid is cross-linked (blue). Potential interaction
sites of Cas5fv (5.1–5.4) and Cas6fv (6.1 and 6.2) have been projected onto the crRNA sequence. Repeat tags flanking the spacer are indicated in green.

Figure 4. Purification of recombinant synthetic Cascade variants with shortened and elongated spacers. Variants of crRNAs with wild type (WT) spacer
(32 nt), short spacer length (14 nt) and long spacer length (50 nt) were designed. Production and maturation of the crRNA variants in E. coli was verified.
Recombinant Cascade complexes were produced and purified via size-exclusion chromatography. Cas7fv filaments (peak 1) and Cas5fv-Cas7fv dimers
(peak 3) were observed and the middle peak corresponded to fully assembled Cascade ribonucleoproteins (peak 2). The relative shift of this peak during
identical size-exclusion chromatography runs and SDS-PAGE revealed that additional spacer nucleotides result in additional Cas7fv subunits.
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Figure 5. Small-angle X-ray scattering analyses of synthetic Cascade assemblies. (A) SAXS of the short (red), WT (black) and long (blue) Cascade con-
structs. Left: scattering curve, normalized to max I; middle: Kratky plot, normalized to max q2I, illustrating the ‘random coil likeliness’ differences in the
high q-range; right: P(r) distance distribution curve, normalized to max P(r), highlighting the different domain organization. (B) Surface grid representa-
tions of averaged and filtered ab initio bead models calculated by Dammif (41).

gated assembly (Figure 5B, right). Kratky analysis of the
scattering indicates that the long Cascade might be more
flexible and structurally less folded, as judged from the in-
creased q2I in the high q-range, compared to short and WT
Cascade (Figure 5A, middle). Porod volume estimation re-
vealed that WT Cascade features a volume of ∼360.28 nm3,
whereas the short version is characterized by a volume of
∼207.82 nm3 and the long version by a volume of ∼519.09
nm3 (Supplementary Table S2). The volume difference of

152.46 nm3 (WT-short) and 158.81 nm3 (long-WT) suggests
that an equal amount of His6-Cas7fv subunits was removed
or added in respect to the crRNA length variation. To ad-
dress how many subunit less or more were accommodated,
we estimated the volume of His6-Cas7fv to be 44.972 nm3

((1.21x MW)A3/molecule), arguing for the volume differ-
ence to correspond to three subunits.
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A minimal Type I-Fv CRISPR-Cas system provides heterol-
ogous protection against lambda phage infections

The Type I-Fv CRISPR-Cas system was shown to inter-
fere with plasmid conjugation in S. putrefaciens CN-32 (37).
However, it remained possible that S. putrefaciens contained
unidentified Cas proteins that could substitute the roles of
the missing small and large subunits. We aimed to trans-
fer the minimal system into E. coli to investigate this pos-
sibility and to screen if the system is able to target invad-
ing viruses. Two plasmids were transformed into E. coli
BL21-AI, which does not contain endogenous cas genes.
One plasmid (pCas6) harbored a cassette for the produc-
tion of Cas1, Cas6f, Cas5fv, Cas7fv and the DNA nucle-
ase Cas3. The second plasmid (pCRISPR�) was designed
to produce precursor-crRNA with a single spacer target-
ing gene E lambda phage (Supplementary Table S1, Fig-
ure 6A). Cell sensitivity to lambda phage was tested using
standard plaque assays. The presence of all Type I-Fv Cas-
cade compounds and a crRNA with a target ‘GG’ PAM re-
duced the EOP by 77% in comparison to the strain carrying
empty plasmids (Figure 6). A crRNA with full spacer com-
plementarity and a target ‘GA’ PAM resulted in an EOP
of 0.94, demonstrating PAM recognition. In addition, a cr-
RNA with a random spacer sequence showed an EOP of
0.98, indicating sequence-specific targeting of the lambda
phage genome (Figure 6B). As a second control, a plas-
mid (pCas7) was constructed that allows the production of
a nuclease-deficient Cas3 mutant (Cas3 H156A/D157A).
This inactive Cas3 mutant did not confer immunity against
lambda phage (EOP = 0.94) (Figure 6B). Taken together,
these results show that the minimal Type I-Fv CRISPR-
Cas subtype can be transferred into E. coli where it provides
heterologous protection against lambda phage infections.
The interference reaction is sequence- and PAM-specific,
depends on Cas3 nuclease activity and does not require the
presence of small and large subunits.

Cascade assemblies with modulated Cas7 backbones can re-
tain functionality

Finally, we investigated the functionality of the synthetic
Cascade variants by lambda phage interference assays. We
changed the spacer length of the crRNA provided by the
pCRISPR� plasmid, while retaining all five cas genes on the
pCas6 plasmid. Added nucleotides were designed to extend
base complementarity with the target sequence. The plaque
assay results showed that crRNAs with spacers elongated by
1 nt (EOP = 0.11), 6 nt (EOP = 0.23) or 9 nt (EOP = 0.09)
retained activity, which was comparable to WT spacer activ-
ity (EOP = 0.18). Further elongation of the spacer reduced
interference activity (Figure 7). Therefore, spacer length can
be increased to a certain degree and crRNAs with a spacer
length that is not found in native Type I-Fv CRISPRs can
be functional. The reduction of the crRNA spacer length
by either 6 or 18 nt resulted in Cascade variants that did
not confer immunity against lambda phage (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

The three proteins Cas6f, Cas5fv and Cas7fv are sufficient
to form a Cascade structure that can interact with Cas3

Figure 6. The S. putrefaciens Type I-Fv CRISPR-Cas system provides het-
erologous protection against lambda phage infection in E. coli. (A) Plaque
formation by lambda phage was observed in E. coli BL21-AI strains car-
rying two plasmids: a first plasmid encoding a crRNA with a spacer of
32 nt complementarity to the lambda phage genome flanked either by a
‘GG’ or ‘GA’ PAM (targeting crRNA) and a second plasmid encoding all
Cas proteins (pCas6) or pCas7 (Cas3 HD mutant). (B) Quantification of
plaque formation was performed in triplicate (represented as efficiency of
plaquing, EOP) of strains carrying the WT or the Cas3 HD mutant plas-
mid, in addition to a second plasmid producing either the targeting crRNA
(in the presence of a target ‘GG’ PAM or a target ‘GA’ PAM) or a crRNA
with a 32 nt non-targeting random spacer without complementarity to the
phage genome. EOP is defined as the ratio between the plaque count of
the strain of interest and the strain carrying empty plasmids. Bars repre-
sent mean ± SEM.

to target viral DNA in E. coli. Heterologous immunity
was previously shown to be provided by Type II CRISPR-
Cas, e.g. derived from Streptococcus thermophilus (16), and
CRISPR-Cas systems usually exist as compact modules
that have the potential to be transferred between species.
However, all investigated Type I systems contain additional
subunits, termed large subunits and the best studied system,
the Type I-E CRISPR-Cas from E. coli, contains both, a
large subunit, Cse1 and two small subunits, Cse2. Our re-
sults show that a functional Type I Cascade system can be
transferred from S. putrefaciens into E. coli and can provide
a DNA targeting mechanism in the absence of these addi-
tional subunits. Cse2 is described to be necessary for effi-
cient binding of Cascade to dsDNA and Cse1 was found
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Figure 7. Cascade-mediated interference activity with extended and short-
ened crRNAs. Shown is the efficiency of plaquing of Type I-Fv CRISPR-
Cas system variants expressed in E. coli. The 32 nt spacer sequence (0) was
modulated by removal or addition of the indicated number of nucleotides
(−18 to +18) while maintaining complementarity to the lambda phage se-
quence. These arrays were co-expressed in E. coli BL21-AI with pCas6 (in
checkers) or pCas7 (Cas3 HD mutant, white bars), which was then sub-
jected to plaque assays with lambda phage. Bars represent mean ± SEM
of three independent experiments.

to be involved in PAM recognition and target DNA du-
plex destabilization (31,44). A crystal structure of the E.
coli Cascade bound to a foreign double-stranded DNA (ds-
DNA) target revealed that distinct structural features of the
large subunit Cse1 recognize the PAM duplex sequence (31).
However, these structures also highlight that Cas5e is lo-
cated in close vicinity of the PAM. Thus, we hypothesize
that the highly divergent Cas5fv protein might play a criti-
cal role in DNA target binding and its presence might abro-
gate the need for a large subunit. Modeling attempts of the
Cas5fv structure did not succeed, underlining its dissimi-
larity to other Cas5 proteins. The minimal Type I-Fv Cas-
cade requires Cas3 HD nuclease activity to function and in-
teractions between Cas1 and Cas3 were observed, in agree-
ment with previous studies of the Type I-F system of Pec-
tobacterium atrosepticum (36) and Type I-A systems (45). It
is suggested that PAM-dependent foreign DNA processing
involves the Cascade-mediated recruitment of Cas3, which
creates a nick in the R-loop (46,47). Our results indicate
that the Type I-Fv Cascade is sufficient for this Cas3 recruit-
ment activity and other S. putrefaciens host proteins are not
required. This minimal Cascade architecture might repre-
sent its most basic assembly model as the involved Cas5,
Cas6 and Cas7 proteins were all proposed to be derived
from a single ancestral RNA-binding protein (20). It is pos-
sible that cellular processes that generate ssDNA are cou-
pled to the Type I-Fv Cascade, which could also explain
its moderate activity. These minimal Cascade complexes
are only observed in mesophilic bacteria, which might not
require the most active defense measures as evidenced by
down-regulated or absent CRISPR-Cas systems. Instead,
they might benefit from CRISPR-Cas variants that effec-
tively balance foreign DNA targeting activity and their fit-
ness cost, e.g. by reducing the self-targeting potential.

E. coli Type I-E Cascade was shown to be produced in
the absence of crRNAs (48). In this system, the Cas pro-
teins Cas5, Cas7 and Cas6e form a stable complex with
small and large subunits which could be loaded in vitro
with synthetic crRNAs to generate functional DNA inter-

ference complexes. Similarly, Type I-A Cascade complexes
can be purified without bound crRNAs (15). These obser-
vations are in stark contrast to the results obtained for the
assembly of the minimal Type I-Fv Cascade, as this complex
was shown to require crRNA for proper assembly. Further-
more, the length of the crRNA was identified to define the
length of the Cas7fv backbone. It is possible that Type I-
E Cascade can assemble without a crRNA scaffold if non-
crRNAs provide a substituted scaffold. Thus, the defined
length of the Cas7e backbone might be a result of protein–
protein interaction between the capping enzymes Cas5e and
Cas6e and the large and small subunits along the Cascade
belly. These interactions are absent in the minimal Type I-
Fv Cascade, which supports the notion that crRNA guid-
ance is necessary for the Cascade assembly process. In addi-
tion, these minimal complexes are likely maintained as sta-
ble ribonucleoprotein units that do not permit the cycling
of crRNAs. Our purification procedures of Cascade com-
plexes without crRNAs yielded Cas5fv-Cas7fv dimers and
the isolated Cas proteins are not stable. This suggests that
these dimers could function as Cascade building blocks, fol-
lowing the Cas6f-mediated release of the crRNA’s 5′-tag.
Cas6f remains bound to the 3′-terminal repeat hairpin and
would serve as a roadblock to crRNA-guided Cas7fv fila-
ment formation. This model entails that the alteration of
the crRNA’s spacer length results in modulated Cas7fv fila-
ments. In agreement, drastically shortened crRNAs resulted
in Cascade complexes with fewer Cas7fv subunits and elon-
gated crRNAs resulted in added Cas7fv subunits. Flexibility
of the Cas7 backbone was not yet observed for Type I Cas-
cade systems, but is well documented for Type III systems.
In these systems, Csm3 or Cmr4 act as ruler proteins that
span the crRNA spacer in 6 nt increments (49,50). Variant
crRNAs whose length differs by 6 nt are found in nature,
which indicates that both forms can function in active Type
III complexes. Thus, crRNA-guided backbone filament for-
mation is a shared feature of multi-Cas protein complexes.
In contrast, Type II, V and VI CRISPR-Cas systems each
contain a single large Cas protein that spans the crRNA
and filaments are absent. Nevertheless, the length of the cr-
RNA in these systems can be altered without adjustment
of the Cas protein content. It was shown that the length
of the guide RNA–DNA interaction in Streptococcus pyo-
genes Cas9 can be reduced by 3 nt without affecting activity,
while a reduction of 5 nt was not tolerated (51). Interest-
ingly, the truncated guide RNAs improved the specificity of
the Cas9 nuclease and the recognition of off-target sites was
decreased. Our results demonstrate that the length of a Type
I Cascade can be modulated and that only some alterations
affect activity. Thus, the degree of modulating the Cascade
backbone is likely limited by its requirement for productive
Cas3 docking. Nevertheless, Cascade complexes with added
spacer nucleotides will influence DNA targeting specificity.
It has been shown that Cascade can be used as a gene silenc-
ing tool (52), but its large size might be a disadvantage for
its transfer into heterologous hosts. However, endogenous
Type I and Type III CRISPR-Cas systems can be efficiently
utilized for genome editing purposes (53,54). In these cases,
a minimal Cascade system without small and large subunits
would provide the most compact CRISPR-Cas system with
an adjustable Cas protein filament backbone. The variabil-
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ity of the spacer length of recombinant Type I-Fv Cascade
opens the possibility of influencing DNA targeting speci-
ficity.
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